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4. Objectives: Research the effects that aircraft maneuvers can cause to a DEW when using a two

phase pump loop for cooling. Exploring the performance of a DEW operating at mission profile

conditions. This study will also considered transient behavior of a DEW in response to aircraft

maneuvers.

5. Description: The increase in aircraft electronic requirements and the need for higher power

devices has led to the integration of multiple aircraft thermal technologies in order to develop a

capable system. Future aircraft thermal management architecture may consist of an air cycle

machine combined with a vapor cycle system, and a polyalphaolephin (PAO) loop with a two

phase flow pump loop all integrated. These integrated thermal architectures can provide the

thermal requirements required by the subsystem components and still fulfill the additional

thermal requirements needed for the integration of a DEW. The integration of a DEW into an

aircraft creates the demand for a thermal management system that can provide highly efficient

heat transport and dissipation techniques. Further, the integration of a DEW into an aircraft will

require additional areas of consideration. Conditions that simulate full and partial operation of

an aircraft should need to be contemplated. Therefore, the need for further exploring the

performance of DEW operating at partially simulated aircraft conditions is necessary to predict

the behavior of these systems. Current research explores the effects that aircraft maneuvers can

cause to a DEW when using a two-phase pump loop for cooling. Additionally, transient behavior

will be study to understand the performance of a DEW operating at aircraft mission profile

conditions.
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